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Thank Yous
MA
Massive thanks as always goes to Yoda. (aka. Michael Anderle, MA, Mike) for his
unwavering support through this indie publishing adventure. Michael, your encouragement and
support means everything to me, from humouring me when I have a bad story idea, to
remembering to circle back to random shit I’ve placed in slack at 1am for later discussion. For
the 5am sales reports, 7am phone calls and lifting comments and reviews you enjoyed or that
sparked another idea. For not mentioning book 4 when I was paralysed after handing book 3 in,
to noticing when I’m not sticking to the new caffeine regime. (How you can tell that from the
other side of the country I still haven’t figured out…)

Thank you.

Btw – loving how everyone has been referring to him as Yoda on the fb pages! If only
there was a way to hack the code so that the name Michael Anderle would always get replaced
with Yoda. #lifegoals
Hmm…. wanders off to find a fb developer…

Trausti Traustason
I would like to give a massive shout out and gratitude bomb to Trausti Traustason – an
Icelandic guy who got in touch having read book 1 and 2 and offered his assistance in the form
of supplying creative cusses in Icelandic. He has been a super help, and even assisted in choosing
suitable names for some of the places, since their translations are layered with symbolism too.
For instance, Dvergasteinn, the place where they took the organ for transplant from – is actually
a real place.
In Iceland.

It is remote, and also translates as “dwarf stone”.
Pretty cool huh?
So thank you to Trausti! You’ve been awesome!

JIT and editing team
I would also like to give a massive thank you and shout out to Steve and his team of
eagle-eyed checkers for making sure that the manuscript goes out with as few errors as possible.
Knowing that you guys have got this is a huge weight off our minds.
Plus, it ensures that MA actually fills in the shit I need him to about the Etheric Empire,
and doesn’t let it go to publication with big yellow highlights saying >>> MA INSERT STUFF
HERE.
Yup. It’s the JIT who ensure that got handled. What? You didn’t see it? No, of course you
didn’t because MA was so motivated by not having you on his case about paragraphs he forgot
to insert, it was front of mind.
Talk about preventative measures!! ;)
I’d also like to thank Lynne and Jen, and Lynne again, for their tireless work on this
project. Poor Lynne had a shit tonne of work thrown at her at one time, and also was delayed in
getting my MS because I was immobilised. (Apparently, there are limits to the number of words
a human being can put out without going kaput. Who’d have thought!).
Anyway, Lynne still managed to turn it around to get it to MA, and the JIT folks, well, just
in time.

Reviewers
As of time of writing Book 1 Awakened has 102 reviews. Book 2 Activated has 132.
Whhaaaaa?
Ascenders, seriously. You are blowing my mind. Thank you so much for your kind words,
and expressing how much you’re enjoying the story and characters.
It is because of your kind support and input that this series is doing so well in the charts.
*You* have been keeping the books bouncing around in the best seller’s charts for a bunch of
bloody incredible categories, including colonization, galactic empire, and even occasionally
space opera!!

Squeeeeee!
Not only that, but you may have seen me mention on the fb page that MA and I read your
reviews as a pick me up. Ok – so for MA I think it’s turned into his drug of choice: a cure-all for
allergies, and yes, even doing actual work.
So thank you. I cannot express how much your reviews mean to us.
And yeah, do you know how hard it is to try and hide the ones where you’ve mentioned
that you’re “reading Ascension Myth over MA’s new releases”… or that the “student has
exceeded the pupil”?
Seriously – don’t write that shit. ;P
Telling him, “no no, there’s nothing new to see today”…
(edit - Michael - I hate you all…ROFLMAO)
And then trying to talk him out of checking the reviews for a few days until it drops off the
first page: “Michael, why don’t you check the sales stats,” or “Explain KENP to me again…”
It’s starting to look suspicious...

Hook up already! Joel & Molly or Molly & Sean
As you know MA and I read all the reviews. (Well, MA doesn’t read anything less than a
5*). On one a few weeks ago I saw something to the effect of “Hook up already!”.
It’s not like I haven’t thought about it. I mean Joel… heart-centred hunk of yumminess,
and Sean, hard as nails warrior and protector.
I mean – what’s not to love?
But here’s the thing. Molly has issues. She can’t let people in, because well, why would
she?
People cause pain.
People don’t see her. And she knows this.
And then if they did see her, they wouldn’t like her… This is what she’s thinking.
So for her to dive into a relationship is just unrealistic at this point.
For her to try and lean into her vulnerability a little here and there where she feels safe
enough to, (and not pressured, or objectified sexually or intellectually) with someone who can
truly see her… that is the most she can do.
What she is doing though is battling with herself and her anxiety (read: messiness), to

relate in a way that is truly authentic. She doesn’t have a plan, she doesn’t want to give anyone
the wrong idea, and half the time she misses the cues that guys throw at her.
Oh yeah, and why would she jump into a relationship for the sake of it, just to hook up?
That’s just illogical.
What’s a girl to do?
Well, I think she’s really just doing the best that she can right now.
And who’s to say Joel and Sean won’t become an item….?
Just kidding.
…
…
Maybe.

Gaiman vs Gaitune
If you’ve been hanging around my facebook page you will have seen some of the early
readers of book 2 catch a few slips in the naming of the asteroid.
In my defence, when one has an asteroid named Gaitune, what else are you going think of
when you’re writing at speed?
Yup.
Gaiman, of course.
As in Neil.
As in awesome writer on Doctor Who.
So of course, little Ellie goes writing away thinking, yeah, I’ll fix this with a find and
replace later.
Which I did.
And then sent off the manuscript to the team, quite happy.
I have since learnt how to do a global find and replace in Scrivener. The normal search,
brings up all the instances in the script, but then a find and replace only works per scene.
Doh. Facepalm.

Oz Speaks
As you may already know, Oz has his own communication channel direct with readers. He

transmits messages back and forth between space and time, and sends updates when new releases
are due out, and such like.
Having peeked at what he has going on, I thought that I just had to share. Thanks to
Howard Stallings, for allowing us to reproduce his email exchange with Oz here.
So. Damn. Cool!

Transmissions begin…

Oz:
Greetings of the day be upon you, Howard.
I am Oz, your Ai liaison between Molly Bates, and your rather primitive earth
communication device. I believe you call it email. Still.
I am here to act as your interface. To help bridge the gap between the dopamine induced
hits as you watch Molly through her trials and tribulations as she takes on all manner of
shenanigans.
As you might have gathered, this transmission is not only coming through space between
our two galaxies, but is travelling back through time. I will attempt to send you updates in
chronological order but do be advised that occasionally gravitational optics will interfere (no pun
intended!) with the sequencing of these packets. An understanding of all things timey-whimey
will be useful in such instances.
Book 1 will be released to The ‘Zon (Amazon) by May 11th (according to your calendar).
Book 2, 7 days later. If you enjoyed what you read, Molly, Joel, and myself will be deeply
appreciative of a happy review.
Additionally, if you have any feedback for Molly - or her team - do feel free to pass that on
through me. All you need to do is hit reply to any of my messages and write me.
I process every communication personally.
Looking forward to hearing from you.
Oz
(on behalf of Molly Bates, lady- boss)
Sanguine Squadron 2.0
Gaitune-67, Sark System, Loop Galaxy
Please be aware that these messages are being sent from your neighbouring galaxy back
through time to intersect with your timeline through a rather basic form of a holo device. You
may want to keep an eye on your junk filters.

Howard:
Too much fun!! Lovin the entire series including these lil jaunts with Molly (and of course
The Great and Powerful Oz)
do feel free to send me a wrist Holo so we can speed these communications up. And if you
ever need added security detail, just holo!
Howard
3rd rock from Sol . . . for now

Oz:
Howard, Oz here.
Molly was pleased to hear about your offer of service. As you may have understood from
the transmissions thus far she will be looking for good people she can rely on. The fact that
you're currently in Sol... I mean, on Earth... may be an asset at some point.
Please provide us with your resume, including any advanced computer skills, combat
experience, and anything else you think might be pertinent so we can keep you on file.
To get a holo device to you at this time might be tricky, as we'd need to send it back
through time. Information is easy to pass backwards. Materials - less so. Let me mull this with
the team and I'll get back to you.
Until then, we trust you will continue to enjoy the transmissions. I believe another
instalment will be delivered via the 'Zon around the same time this transmission will reach you.
Oz, out.

Howard:
Well lets see . . . 5 years in the U.S. Marines as a Scout sniper (Gunner) in charge of the
3rd MarDiv Armoury and a platoon of Deep Recon Marines.
Also an A+ certified Microsoft Tech. Dealt with computers since 1974.
And I love animals and know what that Sphinx Neechie is up to! Not tellin until I'm on the
Asteroid though!
Now what?
lol
Howard

Oz:
Greetings. Thank you for the resume Howard. I have put this on file for review when we
recruit humans from your time. There may be an instance where we need able bodied snipers,
and computer hackers. I mean techs.
You have a theory about Neechie? I don't interact with the organism much myself. I
understand Joel is fond of it though.
Oz.

Howard:
Oh yeah, anyone who knows cats knows Neechie is a direct descendant of Pixel and will
be driving Molly batty in the near future I'm sure.

Footnote: Ellie has no idea who Pixel is. (Hit’s up Google.)

Author Notes - Michael Anderle
June 4th, 2017

First, THANK YOU for reading this story all of the way through and that NOW, you are
reading my author notes after the Great and Wonderful Oz’s email (oh yeah, and Molly’s …. Err,
Ellie’s.)
I do have to thank Ellie for giving me a shot at bringing her into this Indie Publishing
Arena. The more we worked together, the more I was impressed with her ability to accept new
information, internalize it and then throw it right back at me.
In a cogent form.
That shit is just scary. (If you have ever worked with someone at another level, you will
know what I mean.) However, the thing about working with Ellie is she is NEVER doing it to
point out how flaming intelligent she is. When she is laughing at something, it’s always
SOMETHING, never you.
Well, ok, that’s not always true. Yeah, some of the shit I pull she laughs at but I realize it’s
usually something I will #Facepalm myself for, as well.
So, no harm no foul on that stuff. Trust me, I give as good as I get, so … just being fair
here (see the comments in the snippets on the Website, you will see what I mean) below are a
couple of ‘Ellie’ comments.
The other night, we were working really late on Facebook advertisements and since she is
on *cough cough* Windows, she doesn’t have access to the Font Good Times. No, I have no
idea why it isn’t working after she downloaded it.
She’s on WINDOWS. I left that OS back in 2009 and while I can still get around on it, I
don’t like doing tech support for it anymore. I had Windows Servers in 2011-2013 and that time
was a really painful reminder why I was on Apple.
Anyway, she couldn’t get the right font to come up on her software for the Facebook Ad
and we were looking at figuring out a suitable replacement font and this conversation occurs:
Me: “We can look for other fonts that are similar.”
Ellie: “I’d rather be bled out than look at fonts.”

Me: (Thinking ‘why would someone want MORE pain – and that whole dying thing –
rather than a little pain looking at fonts?’) “Well, that would be fucking painful.”
Ellie: (In a matter of fact voice) “No, It’s just like going to sleep.”
Me: Blink…blink blink. “Whaaaat?”

Now, the next conversation.

Ellie and I had this discussion on a note she left at something like un-fucking-believable
1:45AM in the morning on Slack.

I was asleep – cause I’m not a late night person like that.

So, I get up the next morning and I see this comment in my Slack channel. I read it once.
(She had said something, something about schizophrenia … which is a large enough word for me
to spot right off as a WARNING, WARNING WILL ROBINSON!) So I was already cautious
when reading this comment.)

Read it twice.

Then, read it three times to figure out what the hell she is talking about. Finally, seconds
go by and I think I ‘get it.’

Me: “Are you talking about something like the Matrix?”

She tells me ‘Yes’ and how the conversation was whether we could be in a simulation or
not.

Later, when I was exhausted and should not be trying to have a rational discussion she
throws this into the damned conversation (note references to her other stuff she has mentioned
before.)

Ellie: “50.1 percent…yes, those are the simulation people and they don’t need a higher
resolution…”

Me: (Thinking) Oh, you did NOT just throw in this simulation shit from a different
conversation into this one!

Yes…Yes she did. Don’t ever say that she isn’t competitive. She is. She will just wait until
you are off your game and toss in little things that will – eventually – prove her point.

I’m on to you, Ms. Clarke with an ‘e’.

Finally, we were getting our ‘to do’ list(s) organized on Saturday before we pulled
everything together for a Monday morning release. On our to do list, was everything
including…

Me: “Blurb?”

Ellie: Read this in an English Accent: “Fuck! You are going to make me do it?”

Me: “No, I’ll tweak it.”

Ellie: More English accent: “Good, so long as you make it blurb-able.”

Me: Blurb-able? (I’m thinking - Is that even a fucking word? If I ask, she will just say it is
the Queen’s English and I (as a heathen English speaker) won’t know it.)

Working with any collaborator is a unique and awesome experience. I have two Marines,
an Australian, a pair of University Educators (their own version of challenging), a couple of
former fans turned authors (one previously trained as a chef – one from the Army, and … I have
no idea of Natalie Grey’s previous history.)
Needless to say, this is my first time working with a Physicist. It’s been awesome and if

scientists write like you do, Ellie, more should join the Indie publishing revolution and I’d be a
very happy reader! I think we have the spiritual successor of Isaac Asimov here, folks!
You were here to witness me putting that out into the world, so when she starts doing
interviews and someone says the same thing, I at least want a nod (grin).
I hope you have enjoyed these books and this story as I have. Ellie has definitely
‘graduated’ from student to fellow author and she has a lifetime fan in myself, as well.
So, light them matches and grab them pitchforks, it’s time to ask…
“WHERE THE HELL IS BOOK 04?”

;-)

Michael

